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1. After Mandy Rice-Davies was involved in the Profumo Affair, she was employed reading Lady
Chatterley’s Lover for one of these organizations. Men in a speedboat bombed a ship associated with
one of these organizations off the coast of Scheveningen [shay-vuh-ning-en]. It’s not a micronation, but
a former (*) Maunsell Fort was repurposed for use by one of these organizations by Screaming Lord
Sutch. One of these organizations named after Caroline Kennedy was based on the MV Mi Amigo. A
number of offshore platforms in the North Sea were used by UK-based examples of these organizations in
the 1960s, much to the chagrin of the Office of Communications. For 10 points, name these organizations
that illegally broadcast soundwaves without a license.
ANSWER: pirate radio stations [accept bootleg radio or clandestine radio or free radio or anything that
indicates illegal radio stations; prompt on “radio stations” alone]

2. This artist described getting “funny looks” while lying down in Times Square in an interview about
the creation of his Rain Shadow series. A street next to the Nelson-Atkins Museum in Kansas City
was closed in May 2019 to allow a work by this artist to “walk” across the road. Four works by this
artist, including the 100-foot-tall wooden Spire, can be found in San Francisco’s Presidio park. This
artist published a book-length collection of his Ephemeral Works, which are (*) lost to the elements a
short time after creation. In 2004, this artist installed a pair of large wooden domes on the roof of the
MoMA. This artist froze dozens of icicles together into a star to create one work. For 10 points, name this
English artist who creates site-specific sculptures using found objects.
ANSWER: Andy Goldsworthy

3. This story’s protagonist's insanely rigid daily routine includes a lunch consisting of a trayful of
arrowroot biscuits. A character in this short story pastes an advertisement for Bile Beans to the first
page of Gerhart Hauptmann’s [howpt-man] Michael Kramer. The main character of this story has an
epiphany after cresting Magazine Hill and hearing a name in the sounds of an engine. A (*)
relationship in this story ends after the wife of a ship captain presses the main character’s hand to her
cheek. The title of this story comes from the subtitle of a newspaper article about a woman’s death from
being hit by a slow train at Sydney Parade Station, which causes the main character to recognize his moral
failings. For 10 points, identify this James Joyce story about Emily Sinico’s abbreviated affair with James
Duffy.
ANSWER: “A Painful Case”

4. A performance by this artist in Copenhagen sees him introduce one song as having an “idiotic
refrain” before ordering any audience members who plan to sing along to get out. That song by this
artist states that “the water tasted bad for a week” after a maid “drowned her father in the creek.”
This artist sings “two, four, six, eight / time to transubstantiate!” in a song about the changes
instituted by the (*) Second Vatican Council. A song by this artist notes that the “birdies all try and hide /
but they still go for peanuts when coated with cyanide” when doing the title action with his sweetheart. For
10 points, name this 1960s mathematician-turned-satirist-turned-mathematician whose songs include “The
Irish Ballad” and  “Poisoning Pigeons in the Park.”
ANSWER: Tom Lehrer (the third clue refers to “The Vatican Rag”)



5. This poem’s narrator cries out to God for help after realizing that they “shall never more behold”
“spring-silver, autumn gold.” Caroline Dow paid Vassar College tuition for the author of this poem
after being moved by a recital of it at a restaurant staff ball. This poem’s author was catapulted to
fame at age 20 after it controversially only received an (*) honorable mention in a contest held by Lyric
Year magazine. The speaker of this poem sees a starving man in Capri before two ships sink in a “great fog
bank.” The narrator of this poem is crushed to death by infinity, but is later resurrected after drawing
strength from a rainstorm that washes away her grave. For 10 points, the first line of what poem by Edna
St. Vincent Millay is “All I could see from where I stood was three long mountains and a wood”?
ANSWER: “Renascence”

6. It’s not Gustav Klimt, but this artist covered the facade of the Whitechapel Gallery with bronze and
gold leaf clusters in the frieze Tree of Life. Stuckists were accused of using a catwalk to pelt an
installation by this artist with objects during a Jonathan Meese intervention. One work by this artist
consists of multicolored resin boxes cast from the underside of used chairs and arranged in a grid;
that work is subtitled One Hundred Spaces. A sculpture by this artist displayed in (*) Trafalgar Square
consisted solely of a transparent, inverted version of the plinth it rested on. This artist filled the Tate
Modern’s Turbine Hall with 14,000 stacked plaster boxes in her installation Embankment. For 10 points,
name this Young British Artist who created a scale concrete cast of a Victorian dwelling in her installation
House.
ANSWER: Rachel Whiteread

7. A song found on the deluxe edition of this album contrasts the phrase “tell me ontologically” with the
refrain “no God and no master” after referencing the title “Hapsburg Lippp.” The band that
recorded this album usually closes concerts by playing a song from this album that urges the listener
to put the title figure “in the black sack” and “smash him all up” before repeating the phrase “give
me the gun”; that song is “Zero Pharaoh.” Persistent rumors that the first song on this album was
inspired by ISIS beheadings have been repeatedly refuted by Jonathan Higgs. This album’s cover art
depicts a (*) blue man in a pink jacket being attacked by disembodied hands. For 10 points, the tracks
“Blast Doors” and “Distant Past” appear on what thematically violent 2015 album by Everything
Everything?
ANSWER: Get to Heaven

8. This writer included a story about a woman who suffocated in a milk jug in a series of macabre
three-line stories he contributed to Le Matin [meh-tan]. A painting by Félix Vallotton [vah-loh-tohn]
depicts this person hunched over a paper-covered desk. This person once responded to a claim that
he talked to criminals behind a lamppost by pointing out that a lamppost is round. This person
allegedly placed a bomb in a potted hyacinth at a restaurant, leading to him being a (*) defendant in
the Trial of the Thirty. The Funeral of the Anarchist Galli was put on display by this person at the first
major exhibition of futurist art. This person is depicted holding a lily in front of a pinwheel of colors in one
painting. For 10 points, identify this early 20th century French critic who was the subject of a portrait by
Paul Signac [seen-yack].
ANSWER: Felix Fénéon



9. The reputation of Sir Thomas Bouch was destroyed after an event involving this object. A poem
about this object claims that it “caused the Emperor of Brazil to leave his home” to view it. The
author of two poems about this object christened himself “Knight of the White Elephant of Burmah''
soon after being rejected at the gates of Balmoral Castle by Queen Victoria. A poem about this object
ends by pointing out that (*) “the stronger we our houses do build / the less chance we have of being
killed.” That poem repeatedly laments that “ninety lives have been taken away” on a day “which will be
remember’d for a very long time” after an event involving this object. For 10 points, name this rail bridge
over a Scottish river that collapsed in 1879, inspiring a pair of awful poems by William McGonagall.
ANSWER: Tay Bridge [accept “The Tay Bridge Disaster” or “The Railway Bridge of the Silvery Tay”;
prompt on things like “the bridge that William McGonagall wrote about”; prompt on “River Tay” with
“What specific object is the poem titled for?”; do NOT accept or prompt on “Tay Whale”]

10. A train station designed by this architect that bridges the tracks it serves has been criticized as a
waste of money because its poor location has resulted in almost zero use. This architect’s design of a
building extending over the full length of a pier on Guanabara Bay appears to be floating on the bay
from inside. Besides the Gare [gar] de Saint-Exupéry TGV and the Museum of Tomorrow, this
architect designed a Basque winery with a roof that resembles a sine wave. A (*) Malmö skyscraper
designed by this architect constructed in nine twisted segments is known as the Turning Torso. This
architect allegedly was inspired by King David’s harp in his design of the 400-foot-tall Chords Bridge. For
10 points, identify this Spanish architect whose designs include a multitude of soaring steel suspension
bridges.
ANSWER: Santiago Calatrava Valls (the winery referenced in the fourth clue is the Ysios Winery)

11. One philosopher summarized an objection to this view by wondering how human experience is
produced using such a small palette of paints. Bertrand Russell proposed a type of monism that is
now often considered a subset of this view. William James’ description of a hundred feelings packed
together gave rise to the combination problem, a common objection to this view. One thinker
attempted to resolve the (*) hard problem of consciousness that he formulated using this view, which may
ascribe a certain property to basic units like quarks or atoms. Contemporary philosophers like Galen
Strawson and David Chalmers have attempted to revive this position in the philosophy of mind. For 10
points, identify this view that all things have characteristics of a mind.
ANSWER: panpsychism [accept panprotopsychism]

12. This band’s second album includes a trilogy of three string interludes with French titles that
translate to “Imagination,” “The Symbolic,” and “The Real.”  In one song by this band, an erhu
accompanies lyrics like “I’ve got solipsism baby / and I brought lemonade.”  This band describes
“the shadows in my blood” before telling the listener to “light it up” and “get back to the summer” in
a song that shares its name with Kierkegaard’s (*) Fear and Trembling. A 2017 album by this band
features the singles “Let Me Down Easy” and “What Can I Do if the Fire Goes Out?” A song by this band
repeatedly urges the title character to “get up off the roof” as violins and cellos play. For 10 points, name
this Australian rock band whose album Go Farther in Lightness contains the song “Achilles Come Down.”
ANSWER: Gang of Youths



13. A Gertrude Atherton short story set at this location ends with Weigall realizing that the man he has
just saved does not have a face. The death of a boy at this location is described in William
Wordsworth’s The Force of Prayer. A series of efforts to measure the depth of this location have
frequently employed fishing rods equipped with sonar equipment. According to local legends,
William de Romilly, who was the heir to the Scottish throne, (*) drowned at this location in the
mid-twelfth century. At this location, a river flowing by an abbey “turns on its side,” cutting deep into the
rock it flows through. For 10 points, name this violent stretch of water on the River Wharfe frequently
claimed to have a 100% fatality rate for anyone who falls in.
ANSWER: Bolton Strid [or Yorkshire Strid; prompt on River Wharfe before mention] (the Atherton
story is titled “The Striding Place”)

14. One artist with this last name reportedly responded to a photographer’s request that he “strike a
pose” by stating that “a really beautiful thing is when I eat newspapers.” An artist with this married
name sculpted a heavily abstracted oval Head with a bobbin-shaped base and ears made of strings of
purple and green beads. An artist with this last name died of carbon monoxide poisoning in 1943
after staying in a snow-covered house with a faulty stove. Two artists with this last name collaborated
on the interior of (*) Café Aubette with Theo van Doesburg [does-burg]. An artist with this last name
created one series by tearing up paper and letting the scraps fall to the floor. For 10 points, identify this last
name of Sophie Taeuber [toy-burr] and her husband, a French-German Dadaist who created a series of
randomly arranged collages.
ANSWER: Arp [prompt on Sophie Taeuber, accept Sophie Taeuber-Arp or Jean Arp or Hans Arp]

15. It’s not “introduction,” but this is the first word in the title of a song that describes a sailor who waits
for his murdered partner while “alone at the edge of the universe humming a tune.” A song partially
titled for this word references memories like “that first friend you had, that worst thing you said”
that are recalled by “pulling down backstreets, deep in your head.” This word titles the
overwhelmingly most-streamed song by pop rock band (*) Smallpools. The last song on Miracle
Musical’s Hawaii: Part II is titled for one of these events “Sweet in Sea Major”. A surprise hit from an
album partially titled after this word blew up after a Minecraft Youtuber fanfiction heavily featured it. For
10 points, the most recent album by Glass Animals was inspired by what visions that occur when a person
is asleep?
ANSWER: dreams [accept Dreamland or “Dreaming” or “Dream Sweet in Sea Major”] (I regret to
inform you that the preftp refers to “Heat Waves”)

16. According to legend, this thinker once clubbed the future Pope Clement VI over the head with a shoe
while fighting for the wife of a cobbler. Competing versions of another story about this thinker claim
that he was thrown into a river in a sack either because he was a nominalist or because he had an
affair with the Queen of France. This philosopher argued against the principle of bivalence by
devising a situation in which Plato threatens to throw Socrates off his namesake “bridge.” This
author of (*) Summulae de Dialectica imagined a cannonball dropped into a tunnel to the center of the
earth in a thought experiment that further developed the theory of impetus. For 10 points, a donkey that dies
of starvation while trying to choose between two piles of hay satirizes the ideas of what French medieval
thinker?
ANSWER: Jean Buridan [or John Buridan; accept Buridan’s ass or Buridan’s bridge]



17. The narrator of this novel finds a Jolly Rancher in the pocket of a jacket, triggering a monologue
that ends with the phrase “Good Lord, Green Apple.” While working in a tobacco field, a character
in this novel discusses why workers continually say “sorry” when they have done nothing wrong.
This novel’s protagonist makes out with a (*) boy for the first time while lying on the floor of a barn and
listening to a Patriots game. The narrator of this novel repeatedly points out parallels between himself and
Tiger Woods. In this novel, Trevor breaks his ankle while riding a dirt bike and develops an OxyContin
addiction, which eventually kills him. This novel is composed of letters to the abusive mother of Little Dog,
a stand-in for its Vietnamese-American author. For 10 points, name this 2019 debut novel by Ocean Vuong.
ANSWER: On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous

18. This artist painted a young man poring over a book as the title creature stands on a blue tablecloth in
his Portrait of a Man with a Lizard. A headless statue of a man with a walking stick appears on a table
in the background as a merchant holds a tiny statue of Diana of Ephesus in this artist’s Portrait of
Andrea Odoni. A conch shell hangs over a woman who holds a myrtle wreath through which the
second title figure (*) urinates in one painting by this artist. Besides Venus and Cupid, this artist painted a
human-sized God floating in a cloud at the top of an archway and gesturing at one of the central figures
with both hands in another work. This artist’s Recanati Annunciation shows an angel bursting through a
door and kneeling down to the right of Mary while holding a lily. For 10 points, identify this Venetian artist
known for his downright weird versions of common Biblical scenes.
ANSWER: Lorenzo Lotto

19. Nomy Arpaly’s Unprincipled Virtue uses the example of Huck Finn choosing to not turn in Jim to
argue against the view that only agent-autonomous agents possess this status. It’s not free will, but a
distinction between unwilling addicts and “wantons” is used to illustrate why second-order desires
allow this concept to exist in one paper. One paper uses the example of an insane dictator named JoJo
to criticize (*) deep-self views of this concept. Susan Wolf wrote a paper titled for “Sanity and the
Metaphysics of [this concept].” In “Freedom and Resentment,” P.F. Strawson argues that a form of
compatibilism based on reactive attitudes allows this concept to exist. For 10 points, determinists have long
struggled to explain why free will is not required for people to have what status of deserving reward or
punishment for an ethical choice?
ANSWER: moral responsibility [accept obvious equivalents like being morally responsible; accept
moral worth or praiseworthiness or blameworthiness; prompt on responsibility or morals alone] (the
second clue refers to Harry Frankfurt’s “Freedom of the Will and the Concept of a Person”)

20. Volker Janssen’s method of tracking these creatures was later proposed as a method for tracking
Hoop Snakes. A paper that describes an attack by one of these creatures claims that they
disproportionately target camera-wielding boaters in the Gippsland Lake system. These creatures
are sometimes assigned the fake scientific name Thylarctos [thigh-lark-tose] plummetus. Measures said
to protect against these creatures include (*) spreading toothpaste behind the ears or wearing a
steel-tipped dunce cap. Tourists who visit Australia are often tricked into looking up while in the bushlands
to ward off attacks by these creatures. For 10 points, name this fictitious carnivorous relative of the Koala
that got its name from purportedly falling from trees onto victims.
ANSWER: drop bear [or Phascolarctos malum; accept Thylarctos plummetus before mention]


